Mentoring the next generation of teachers: a professional conversation to explore teacher education as a partnership

Dr. Cheri Chan (Professional Development Coordinator) & Dr. Margaret Lo (BABEd Programme Coordinator)

English Language Education, Faculty of Education
Agenda

2:50pm – 3:00pm  Introduction to the session
3:00pm – 3:05pm  Film
3:05pm – 3:15pm  Response to the film
3:15pm – 3:35pm  Conversations with panelists and participants
3:35pm – 3:45pm  The mentoring journey
3:45pm – 3:50pm  Review and Reflection
3:50pm – 3:55pm  Feedback
Our Panelists from the mentoring community

• Mr Evan Binkley (Mentor), NET Teacher, Cheung Chau Sacred Heart School
• Mr Justin Kao (Mentor), English Teacher, Ling Liang Church Sau Tak Primary School
• Mr Clinton Law (BABEd student)
• Miss Roberta Law Lok-hay (BEd Student)
• Miss Ashley Wong Yu-yin (BABEd Student)

*Miss Choi Ka-yee (Mentor), English Teacher, Christian & Missionary Alliance Sun Kei Primary School
Mentoring the Next Generation of Teachers: 
Teacher Education as a Partnership
The journey

I want to be a mentor

Talk to your principal & panel head

Join mentoring workshops
The journey

Meet your mentee

Co-plan & co-teach

Mentee observes lessons

Tripartite conferences

Collaborative discussions
The journey

Mentee teaches & you observe

Conferences

Ongoing professional support for mentors e.g. workshops & forums
Where are the opportunities for mentoring?

Undergraduate Double Degrees

• BABEd English, BABEd Chinese, BEdSci, BEdSocSci

• Year 3 TP – two separate weeks + 3-5 attachment days
• Year 4 TP – 8 weeks
• Year 5 TP – 8 weeks

New PGDE programme

• KLAs: English, Chinese, Maths, Liberal Studies, Science, Humanities, Early Childhood

• Sem 1: 1 day a week for 11 weeks
• Sem 2: 8 weeks
Mentoring workshops: professional development for mentors

- Workshops I & 2: Early October 2016
- Workshops I & 2: January 2017

Facilitator: Dr Cheri Chan (yycheri@hku.hk)
Kindly refer to the poster in the folder for more information 😊
Mentoring as a professional way of life
Thank you

Contact details:

• Dr. Cheri Chan: information about mentoring workshops & professional support for teacher mentors ([yycheri@hku.hk](mailto:yycheri@hku.hk))

• Dr. Margaret Lo: information about mentoring opportunities for BABEd Programme students, English Language Education ([mmlo@hku.hk](mailto:mmlo@hku.hk))